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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 My name is Jeremy Head. I am a landscape architect.  

1.2 My business premises are located in a shared office environment with 

three other independent professionals, one of whom is Andrew Craig, 

also a Landscape Architect.  I am aware that Mr Craig is representing 

the Council with regards to several submissions on the Christchurch 

Replacement District Plan.  I am also aware that Mr Craig has not 

provided comment on the site-specific rezoning requests by Castle Rock 

Ltd.   

1.3 My experience includes preparing and presenting landscape evidence in 

both Council hearings and the Environment Court.  Most of my work 

since graduation and to date has involved landscape assessment and 

design at various scales nationwide.  I have been instrumental in the 

preparation and design of several outline development plans for 

subdivisions at various residential densities throughout New Zealand.  

I have also taught regularly and am currently teaching part time into 

the landscape architecture programme at Lincoln University. 

1.4 In preparing this evidence I have reviewed: 

(a) The reports and statements of evidence of other experts giving 

evidence relevant to my area of expertise, including: 

(i) Fiona Aston (Planning); and 

(ii) Sarah Oliver (Planning, Council). 

1.5 I have read and agree to comply with Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses (Environment Court Practice Note 2014).  This evidence is 

within my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on 

facts or information provided by another person.  I have not omitted to 

consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the 

opinions that I express. 

1.6 I have been involved in previous proposals for rezoning both sites at 

195 Port Hills Road and 125 Scruttons Road since 2009.  The only 

(two) statutory changes to the sites that I am aware of - relevant to 

landscape are found in the proposed Christchurch Replacement 
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District Plan (CRDP).  The first, where a broad “Site of Ecological 

Significance” area concerning the Avon-Heathcote Estuary extends 

across the north-eastern part of the Scruttons Road site1.  I 

acknowledge that I am not an ecologist – however the site does not 

appear to have any obvious ecological value, and could be generically 

described as a grass monoculture2.  Of note, the ecological area 

mapped is very large and does not appear to be supported by detailed 

information.  Presumably further focussed site-based study would be 

undertaken by an ecologist to ascertain actual risks to ecology.  

1.7 The second statutory change, is where an ONLF layer is mapped over 

the spur located west of the site at 195 Port Hills Road.  

1.8 It can be reasonably assumed that further land filling3 will be required 

to raise the developable areas in part / or all of both sites in response 

to recent hazard modelling and physically altered post-earthquake 

ground levels.  

1.9 In recent times a temporary civil engineering works yard has been set 

up on the Scruttons Road site.  Other than this and the addition of the 

Site of Ecological Significance and ONL/F layers, both sites appear 

relatively unchanged since I first saw them in 2009.   

1.10 With regards to rezoning both sites, there are only two fundamental 

(landscape) questions in my opinion that need to be addressed - 

firstly: 

(a) Is there any reason that would impede rezoning of the site, and 

secondly; 

(b) How would the proposed rezoning promote a sustainable and 

appropriate design outcome for the site and city. 

  

                                                

1
 I understand that Castle Rock Ltd is challenging this designation under the Stage 3 

process. 
2
 The site is predominantly used for the grazing of horses. 

3
 I understand that both sites have already been partially filled. 
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2. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

2.1 My evidence relates to [Issue 14: Submissions seeking rezoning of 

land in the Statement of Issues (August 2015)]. 

125 SCRUTTONS ROAD 

3. THE PROPOSAL 

3.1 The landscape outcome for the 125 Scruttons Road development is 

anticipated to be two clusters of modest dwellings and roading 

infrastructure nested within a highly natural setting.  

Blue and Green Networks 

3.2 Comprehensive blue and green networks are integral to the design of 

the ODP.  The blue and green networks are interconnected and 

include roadside swales, discharging to the stormwater management 

areas, with both areas planted out in multi-tiered native vegetation4.  

These areas will be accessible to the public and residents via a 

comprehensive walkway and cycleway network which would 

encourage walkability throughout the site, integrating with other 

existing and potential public walk and cycleways that may develop in 

the future within the Heathcote Valley.5 

3.3 The design intent for the open space areas is to recreate as close to 

as possible the vegetated sequence that would once have existed on 

site.  It is conceivable that the council owned land to the north and 

east of the site may be restored in the future in a similar vein.  The 

proposal seeks to be as compatible with this as possible, by way of 

reintroducing natural organic patterning to the area, with appropriate 

indigenous plant species, and locating these areas where they have 

connections to the edges of the site rather than appearing as ‘islands’ 

within the site surrounded by built development.  

                                                

4
 Proposed planting in these areas would include the full suite of once locally 

occurring groundcover, shrub and tree species. Swale floors and stormwater basin 
floors may be in mown grass to facilitate stormwater flow and treatment.  
5
 I understand that a cycleway is proposed along the nearby rail corridor. 
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Density pattern 

3.4 The southwestern part of the site retains a higher development 

density.  This reflects its proximity to nearby urban patterns further 

south beyond the substation and rail corridor on Scruttons Road.  

Furthermore, it is preferable that the higher density area is closest to 

existing urban infrastructure.  The northern part of the site differs, in 

that it transitions to a lower housing density where the site borders the 

ON (Open Space Natural) Zone.  This is to allow for adequate space 

between and around dwellings for private plantings to establish which 

will ensure that open space and planting prevails over built forms.  

This will ensure a better compatibility with any future Council driven 

land and vegetation restoration work around the site. 

3.5 A peripheral planting framework is also proposed.  The effect of this 

planting would be to permeate the site in several areas breaking up 

the built areas into several smaller assemblages.  Proposed planting 

would include indigenous plant species once found naturally occurring 

in the area, supported with other appropriate, taller indigenous 

species.  

3.6 Several zone rules are proposed for any allotment located on the 

boundary with the ON Zone.  These concern allotment size and site 

density, boundary fence design, colour and reflectivity and planting.  

This is to ensure that the visual impact of built forms is minimised in 

the largely rural setting and that abundant greenery and open space 

prevails over built forms particularly in the north and northeast parts of 

the site. 

3.7 An acoustic fence, mitigated with a vegetated strip is proposed to be 

located between the Tunnel Road and the site to ensure high levels of 

amenity are created for both users of Tunnel Road and occupants 

within the site itself.  To this end, while eastward views – where the 

Tunnel Road runs adjacent to the site, will be limited, building density 

and heights have been controlled to maintain a key public viewshaft 

over the site from a point on the Tunnel Road and across the 

Heathcote Valley to the Port Hills. 
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3.8 Some of the above features are indicated in an earlier iteration of the 

subdivision design layout (Figure 1, attached separately).  I note that 

in the more recent ODP, there are some changes, particularly to 

roading layout that have occurred.  These changes were made 

following informal feedback received from Council in early 2010 and 

from ongoing input from other experts engaged by Castle Rock Ltd 

since then.  In any case, the purpose of including Figure 1 is to 

demonstrate the intent of what is being proposed – a residential 

subdivision nestled amongst a highly natural and high amenity setting.   

3.9 The first part of my evidence with regards to 125 Scruttons Road 

addresses the following topics and how the proposed rezoning and 

development in accordance with the ODP would impact each: 

(a) Contiguousness with adjacent urban patterns 

(b) Congruity with the location 

(c) Current degree of modification of the site 

(d) Current degree of visual complexity within the site 

(e) Presence of natural or physical boundaries 

(f) Maintenance of a clear urban/rural boundary 

(g) Overall extent of the proposed changes to the site 
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4. CONTIGUOUSNESS WITH ADJACENT URBAN PATTERNS  

4.1 Rezoning of the site would move the urban boundary northwards 

beyond the rail corridor and substation.  For this reason, 

contiguousness is lessened.  However, there is already precedent for 

this pattern of urban development elsewhere in Heathcote Valley 

where residential development patterns straddle the rail corridor 

(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 Sites shown in yellow, substation and pylon corridor purple, Avoca 
Stream green and rail corridor brown dashed line). Pale white area to 
northwest of site inside loop of Heathcote River indicates extent of B4 Zone 
currently being developed.  

5. CONGRUITY WITH THE LOCATION 

5.1 The type of urban density being sought is similar in range to current 

suburban densities found generally within Heathcote Valley where 

housing density varies – largely due to the age of the settlement. 

Some older properties retain large quarter acre sections (or larger), 

while some newer developments are closer to 650m2 in size (or 

smaller).  For this reason, the type and quantity of built development 
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that would follow a rezoning of the site would essentially add to 

existing housing density patterns and would comprise a minor 

increase in the modest character of housing stock within the area. 

6. Current degree of modification of the site 

6.1 Notwithstanding the recent addition of the “Site of Ecological 

Significance”6 over part of the site, the original marsh ribbonwood 

estuarine ecosystem7 has been gradually displaced through historic 

land drainage and farming practices.  The once variable landscape 

patterning of the site is now characterised by open horse paddocks, a 

dwelling, temporary contractor’s yard, several sheds, fences, the 

Avoca Stream (now channelised), spoil piles and, significantly, a pylon 

corridor. For this reason the degree of modification of the site is 

considered ‘moderate’8 (Figure 3).  

Figure 3 Southern part of Scruttons Road site from Tunnel Road looking eastwards 

6.2 Rezoning of the site would thus result in a ‘high’ degree of 

modification.  This would arise from the resultant built forms, roading 

infrastructure and the subsequent lessening of generic rural patterns 

including open space.  However, the proposed ODP and specific rules 

package would promote a positive outcome where natural landform 

patterns and vegetation would be re-introduced to the site.  This can 

be shown in the ODP (Figure 4).   

                                                

6
 Site # LP/14 from “City Area Sites of Ecological Significance” (map), chapter 9 

Natural and Cultural heritage (Stage 3). 
7
 From ‘Indigenous Ecosystems of Otautahi Christchurch Set 2’, Lucas Associates 

(updated) 2011 
8
 A ‘high’ degree of modification would be if the site was e.g. fully urban.  
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Figure 4 
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7. Current degree of visual complexity within the site 

7.1 The current degree of visual complexity within the site can be 

described as low.  Essentially the site comprises open paddocks with 

sporadic built forms including a dwelling, sheds, fences, tanks and so 

forth.  Change to an urban zoning will increase the site’s visual 

complexity which will be noticeable.  Development cannot be visually 

‘absorbed’ as easily as it would be in a more wooded setting or on 

rolling topography for example.  

7.2 Of note, the existing appearance of the site is not especially 

memorable. In terms of rural amenity, the site rates at the lower end of 

the scale.  This is largely due to the clearly marginal levels of 

productivity over the site and the presence of the pylon corridor.  While 

the visual complexity following implementation of the ODP will 

increase, it is anticipated that post- development, overall amenity will 

be higher than it is now.  This will be contributed to by the patterning of 

the ODP and the associated rules and covenants, particularly with 

regards to the substantial blue and green networks being proposed. 

7.3 Notwithstanding the above, following implementation of the ODP, the 

introduction of the acoustic fence, ultimately screened with vegetation 

will preclude close views down into the site from a section of the 

Tunnel Road in any case.   

8. Presence of natural or physical boundaries 

8.1 Natural and physical boundaries are scant due to substantial site 

modification largely attributed to land drainage and vegetation loss.  

These boundary ‘markers’ include the Avoca Stream which forms the 

strongest natural boundary within the site and a coniferous shelterbelt 

along the site’s north boundary which forms a second albeit transient 

natural boundary9.  Other (physical) boundaries are the bunded State 

Highway 74 / Tunnel Road.  The pylon corridor could be seen as a 

boundary of sorts, although in my opinion it forms a pragmatic or 

operational rather than physical boundary. 

                                                

9
 This shelterbelt is proposed to transition to a belt of indigenous species. 
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8.2 Strong boundary markers help to provide a clear rationale for the 

location of a zone boundary.  Permanent physical boundaries such as 

a change in topography are preferred.  On a flat site such as this, such 

boundaries are unlikely.  The ODP responds to this by capitalising on 

the Avoca Stream and by proposing significant planting around the 

periphery of the site, some of which would be placed in public 

ownership. In time this vegetation will mature, forming a strong ‘belt’ 

around the majority of the site.    

9. MAINTENANCE OF A CLEAR URBAN/RURAL BOUNDARY 

9.1 It is preferable that any urban zone has a clearly defined transition to 

the adjacent rural zone. The proposed ODP addresses this by 

avoiding the provision of large residential lots10.  This ensures that 

contrast between built forms (and associated private plantings) with 

rural open space is maximised. Substantial vegetated belts are 

proposed on other site boundaries to strengthen these edges 

(Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 Development on Worsley Road showing similar abrupt transition to 
open space, naturalised stream forms, wetland planting, densely planted 
boundaries and generally smaller section sizes anticipated in the proposed 
ODP for 125 Scruttons Road. 

                                                

10
 While maximum lot size can exceed 900m

2
 (Density Area A), these lots would be 

required to support not less than one residential unit per 300m
2
. Generally lots range 

in size from 400m
2
 to 900m

2
. 
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9.2 It is possible that in time the Avoca Stream will be restored / 

naturalised as part of wider Council initiatives for improving the 

Heathcote valley floor and estuary environment.  These types of 

improvements were being conceptualised pre-earthquake11.  While this 

may not be seen now as a priority, it is nonetheless future-proofed in 

the ODP where a significant setback from the stream is provided, 

separating the urban area in two.  If and when this natural feature and 

its margins are restored, a significant ecological linkage and public 

connection will be allowed for.  

10. OVERALL EXTENT OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES (WITHIN THE 

SITE CONTEXT)  

10.1 The overall extent of proposed changes are considered to be ‘minor’. 

Rezoning of the site will increase the area of urban development within 

the Heathcote Valley floor by approximately 13%.  This can be shown 

in Figure 2.  Of note, the site is located where any changes would not 

be as apparent as they would be on an elevated site. It is 

acknowledged that the site would be visible from the surrounding hills, 

however the site would be seen in context with significant other urban 

development nearby.  

  

                                                

11
 During the initial design process for this site in late 2009/early 2010, these concepts 

were made available by Council to ensure maximum compatibility between any 
development of the site and any future Council initiatives on adjacent land. 
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195 PORT HILLS ROAD 

11. THE PROPOSAL 

11.1 The proposal includes mixed living and general suburban industrial 

activities which are physically separated via a substantial vegetated 

buffer12.  This planting ties in with existing large scale vegetated 

patterns in the adjacent Mary Duncan Park to the west.  The suburban 

industrial area would be characterised by small scale buildings set 

either side of a short lane.  Dwellings further to the south in the higher 

elevation living area would be modest in scale and would enjoy some 

northward views across the planted buffer and business area.  The 

site would be integrated with the Mary Duncan Park via a formed 

public track to the existing walkway/cycleway network currently 

providing access to the wider Port Hills.  The western boundary of the 

site would be substantially planted to provide a high amenity interface 

and abrupt transition between public and private land.  These features 

are indicated in the outline development plan (ODP) (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6  
  

                                                

12
 Castle Rock Ltd have also considered an option where the site is rezoned as 

residential only. In my opinion, the landscape effects of the site changing to fully 
residential, versus what is proposed in the ODP would be essentially the same and 
does not alter my conclusions (both scenarios are urban). 
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11.2 The second part of my evidence (195 Port Hills Road) addresses the 

following topics and how the proposed rezoning and development in 

accordance with the ODP would impact each: 

(a) Contiguousness with adjacent zoning patterns; 

(b) Landform backdrop and elevation of the site; 

(c) Degree of impact on ONLFs; 

(d) Congruity with the location; 

(e) Presence of natural or physical boundaries; 

(f) Maintenance of a clear urban/rural boundary; 

(g) Current degree of modification of the site; 

(h) Current degree of visual complexity within the site; 

(i) Overall extent of the proposed changes to the site. 

12. CONTIGUOUSNESS WITH ADJACENT URBAN PATTERNS  

12.1 Rezoning of the site would move the urban boundary south of and 

across Port Hills Road into the northwestern part of Horotane Valley. 

For this reason, contiguousness is lessened.  However, there is 

already precedent for this pattern of urban development south of Port 

Hills Road.  A storage facility is located approximately 750m to the 

west at 301 Port Hills Road. Between this facility and the site is an 

area of established L1 zoning around the entry to Avoca Valley 

(Figure 7).  

Figure 7 View looking west along Port Hills Road towards Avoca Valley (at left).   
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12.2 The “settled” part of Horotane Valley is zoned “Rural Urban Fringe”. 

Visually, it doesn’t reflect the intent of that zoning and appears more 

akin to a rural residential pattern of development.  Properties within 

Horotane Valley are around 1 hectare in area on average which is 

consistent with a rural-residential zoning density (Figure 8).  For these 

reasons, development of the site would have better compatibility with 

neighbouring landuse patterns than if the area was aligned with a 

Rural Urban Fringe development density.  

 
Figure 8 Site (yellow). Horotane Valley “settlement”  
(51 lots at average lot size of just over 1 hectare each).   
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Figure 9 Site shown with other nearby settlement patterns. Note location of 20m contour and 

Butts Valley Road which would form an appropriate zone change point from urban to the rural 

zone where the higher density development pattern would be more or less confined to the 

valley floor. 

 

12.3 The site extends to approximately the 30m contour.  Considering a 

possible urban form for the valley, this elevation marker could be 

helpful.  It can be found that within Horotane Valley, as mentioned, 

development is generally more intensive than what would be 

anticipated for the Rural Urban Fringe Zone. Development density 

generally increases as elevation decreases (Figure 8).  Figures 9 and 

10 demonstrate how the lower part of Horotane Valley could 

potentially accommodate an increased density of built development 

without adversely affecting overall valley character.  This would be 

achieved through the retention of the more visible, expansive and 

characteristic landuse patterns above the valley floor.  Notwithstanding 

this, the upper limit of built development within the valley, currently 

extends to the 80m contour13.  

                                                

13
 From ‘Canterbury Maps’ and ‘Freshmap’ contour data.  
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12.4 Essentially the proposal would represent a ‘filling’ of the last part of the 

valley floor.  The site occupies a slender narrow wedge of rural land 

between an area of existing residential/lifestyle/small-scale rural 

activities to the east and Mary Duncan Park to the west.   

13. LANDFORM BACKDROP AND ELEVATION OF SITE 

13.1 The uppermost part of the site rises to the approximately 30m contour.  

As the spur sides that flank the valley (and site) rise to around 400m 

elevation, a landform backdrop is readily achieved.  And so, in a 

general sense, the site can be considered relatively low and valley-

floor related.  

13.2 It can be shown in a photograph taken from the Tunnel Road how little 

of the site would be visible from this busy public corridor.  Only the 

uppermost part of the site can be seen where the residential area is 

proposed to be located.  Lower parts of the site are less visible from 

this viewpoint - either filtered or screened completely from view, 

through intervening vegetation, built development, light poles and so 

forth. The dipping natural patterns attributed to the horticultural blocks 

and associated shelter planting can be seen in bands at a higher 

elevation.  It is these landuse patterns that give Horotane Valley its 

memorable character and high amenity. The site is located below this 

patterning and would thus not conflict with it.  The site’s proximity to 

the spur at its west would more or less replicate this pattern – dipping 

natural patterns extending down to a settled valley floor. This can be 

seen in Figure 10. 

Figure 10 View looking south towards Horotane valley (including the site). Tunnel Road at centre right. 
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14. DEGREE OF IMPACT ON ONL/FS  

14.1 An ONL/F layer is mapped in the CRDP and extends across the site’s 

western boundary.  This ONL/F includes the spur landform extending 

almost to Port Hills Road and including Mary Duncan Park to the west.  

14.2 This spur landform is an important natural element in the area. It 

extends from the crater rim some 400m above to the valley floor 

separating Horotane and Avoca Valleys, and conveying the rural 

landscape from the wild rocky tops to the settled urban valley floor 

(Figure 10).  Doubtless this is one of the reasons it has been 

classified as “outstanding”.  Development of the site will not adversely 

impact this feature.  A clearer transition between the settled valley 

floor (including the developed site) and the spur flank would arise, 

which would provide a complementary contrast between these two 

landscapes. Currently the boundary to the ONL/F is little more than a 

gentle change in slope visually enhanced by changes in land 

management practices either side of the cadastral boundary.  

14.3 The part of the site where the ONL/F is located is near where a 4m 

wide boundary adjustment is proposed, allowing for an existing 

walking track currently within the site, to be shifted across to public 

ownership. I n tandem, a 6m planted setback is proposed along this 

boundary (within the site).  These proposed changes will serve to 

better separate any new development from the ONL/F.  In addition, the 

adjacent 6m planted strip as proposed will strengthen the edge to the 

site.  How the proposal responds to maintaining clarity and quality of 

the interface between the site and adjacent rural zone / ONL/F is 

discussed later under the headings ‘Presence of natural or physical 

boundaries’ and ‘Maintenance of a clear urban/rural boundary’. 

15. Congruity with the location 

15.1 Notwithstanding the presence of Port Hills Road, the type of suburban 

industrial activity being sought would in part, be similar to some of 

which occurs now on the north side of this road in the B4 and B5 

business zones.  As the site is more or less flat at the north/road end, 

the proposed business activities would be the only part of the site seen 

from Port Hills Road and therefore a compatibility would be evident 
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between and across both sides of this road.  The proposed residential 

part of the site would be obscured from view from the road. However, 

the entire site would be more easily viewed from higher elevations, 

particularly from Mary Duncan Park.  Of note, any development would 

be seen associated with the existing rural-residential activities to the 

east and business activities to the north. 

16. PRESENCE OF NATURAL OR PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES 

16.1 The site has one very strong natural boundary located on its western 

side – the spur landform that extends down to Port Hills Road. It is a 

permanent physical feature defined by a break in slope.  Ideally, 

rural/urban edges are located in defensible locations at obvious 

topographical change points (such as this). The eastern boundary of 

the site is less well defined.  Topography is similar. Several private 

landholdings and their existing landuse patterns, comprising built 

forms (including dwellings), plantings and so forth are found.  These 

well-established landuse patterns are not dissimilar to the proposed 

changes to the site.  Physical boundaries include Port Hills Road and 

the Tunnel Road off-ramp.  

16.2 As discussed, the ODP further strengthens the western boundary of 

the site with effectively, a 10m building setback.  In addition, the 

proposed vegetated buffer (placed in public ownership) located 

between the living and business areas introduces a new natural 

boundary (or division) helping to provide clarity and complementary 

contrast between these two landuse types within the site.    

17. MAINTENANCE OF A CLEAR URBAN/RURAL BOUNDARY 

17.1 This is largely discussed above.  The proposal would essentially 

develop the remaining northwestern “flats” of the Horotane Valley 

floor. This will give rise to a stronger contrast with the more open rural 

mid to upper slopes to the west and south.  This strong contrast 

already occurs around the periphery of the majority of Horotane valley 

where it borders the “open rural Port Hills” landscape (Figure 10). 
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18. CURRENT DEGREE OF MODIFICATION OF THE SITE 

18.1 The original diverse valley floor ecosystem14 has been gradually 

displaced through historic land drainage, farming and horticultural 

practices.  The once forested site including large native trees such as 

kahikatea, totara, matai and pokaka is now dominated by open 

paddocks, fences, spoil piles and a pylon corridor.  For this reason the 

degree of modification of the site is considered ‘moderate’15.  

18.2 Rezoning of the site would thus result in a ‘high’ degree of 

modification.  This would arise from the change from open space to a 

pattern of built forms and roading infrastructure.  However, the 

proposed ODP and specific rules package would promote a positive 

outcome where substantial planted areas, predominantly using 

indigenous species would be re-introduced to the site.  

19. CURRENT DEGREE OF VISUAL COMPLEXITY WITHIN THE SITE 

19.1 This can be described as low.  The site is divided loosely in two, one 

half currently occupied by an area of substantial spoil piles located 

where the business area is proposed.  The balance of the site remains 

as open paddocks including sporadic plantings, rural post and wire 

fences.  This half is traversed by the pylon corridor.  Change to an 

urban zoning will increase the site’s visual complexity which will be 

obvious from Port Hills Road and to a lesser extent, the Tunnel Road. 

Fewer numbers of people will nonetheless see the entirety of the 

changes to the site from viewpoints above on the Port Hills.    

19.2 Of note, the existing appearance of the site is not especially 

memorable . In terms of rural amenity, and particularly when seen 

from Port Hills Road, the site rates clearly at the lower end of the 

scale.  This is primarily due to the extent of the weedy spoil dump to 

the north of the site.  The balance of the relatively narrow site, crossed 

by the pylon corridor appears a bit forlorn, characterised by several 

separately fenced horse paddocks.  While the visual complexity 

following implementation of the ODP will increase, it is anticipated that 

                                                

14
 From ‘Indigenous Ecosystems of Otautahi Christchurch’ (Set 4), Lucas Associates, 

June 1997. 
15

 A ‘high’ degree of modification would be if the site was e.g. fully urban.  
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post-development, overall amenity will be higher. This will be 

contributed to by the patterning of the ODP particularly with regards to 

the blue and green networks being proposed and also through the 

associated rules and covenants on private lots. 

20. OVERALL EXTENT OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES (WITHIN THE 

SITE CONTEXT)  

20.1 This is considered to be ‘minor’. The part of the site proposed to be 

rezoned for a business use must be seen in context with the generous 

extent of B4 and B5 zoning to the north/northwest. Considering the 

relative size of the site, the increase in area of urban development is 

very small. Of note, the site is located where any changes would not 

be as apparent as they would be on an elevated site, such as at 

Morgans Valley where urban development is evident on the lower 

slopes16 of the Port Hills (Figure 2).    

21. CONSIDERATION OF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3.3.7: 

3.3.7 Objective - Urban growth, form and design 

 

“A well-integrated pattern of development and infrastructure, a 

consolidated urban form, and a high quality urban environment that:  

Is attractive to residents, business and visitors; and 

Has its areas of special character and amenity value identified and 

their specifically recognised values appropriately managed…;” 

21.1 In brief, both proposals achieve the above objective through 

appropriate site-based landscape design. Wider contextual factors 

have been taken into account. These include: 

(a) Identification and protection of place-based character. 

(b) Identification and response to key public open space and public 

linkages. 

                                                

16
 Residential Large Lot Development in Morgans Valley extends to the approximately 

120m contour. 
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(c) Utilising once locally occurring indigenous plant species 

throughout both sites in public areas and on private allotments 

through covenants on titles. 

(d) Providing for the future naturalisation and restoration of key 

water courses. 

(e) Ensuring the site will have a compatibility with any future 

restoration or development of the Heathcote Valley through the 

proposed planting strategy. 

(f) Ensuring development of the site will have a compatibility with 

existing and potential patterns of urban development.  

(g) Ensuring that historic natural attributes, now significantly 

diminished or lost would be reintroduced through the restoration 

of natural patterns and vegetation cover in parallel with the built 

development on both sites.   

21.2 While the sites do not abut, they are very close to urban zones. In 

addition, the intervening land between (and the sites themselves) are 

somewhat compromised rural landscapes for the reasons discussed 

above.  Thus the sites do not constitute ‘islands’ as they would in an 

otherwise expansive, robust rural setting.  

21.3 Considering both sites in their overall Heathcote and Horotane Valley 

context (Figure 2), development of the sites through the ODPs would 

go some way towards consolidating urban form within the area.  

Development of 125 Scruttons Road would form a transition between 

the Business Zone and Tunnel Road to the west and the rural flats to 

the east.  Development of 195 Port Hills Road would represent filling 

the last part of the valley floor which would be consistent with other 

development patterns in the area, namely Avoca Valley.  Both 

proposals are located next to key roading infrastructure and pedestrian 

connections, existing and proposed and so in a citywide sense are 

well placed.  
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22. Consideration of Policy 14.1.5.7 – Residential development on the 
Port Hills. 

“Ensure that the development of greenfield land on that part of the Port 

Hills facing the Christchurch main urban area complements the natural 

landform and character of the hillside by ensuring that development: 

a. has a backdrop of a natural landform or vegetation when viewed 

from the flat land and coastline/coastal environment; 

b. avoids buildings and structures on significant and outstanding 

skylines; 

c. is of a density that provides ample opportunity for tree and 

garden planting to reduce the visual dominance of buildings 

within the hillside landscape; 

d. integrates well with existing residential areas and where possible 

provides connections to public open space; 

e. has regard to the location and scale of the principle building to 

reduce its visual dominance on the landscape; 

f. if adjoining significant and outstanding natural landscape, 

conservation and biodiversity areas, remains compatible with 

these areas; and 

g. where possible provides access to mahinga kai and places of 

cultural significance”. 

22.1 Only the site at Port Hills Road is relevant to the above policy. Even 

though the site extends to approximately the 30m contour, it appears 

valley rather than hill-related given it is relatively steep hill context.  

Thus (a) and (b) are comfortably met.  The residential upper part of the 

site would be consistent with an LH Zone pattern, therefore density is 

such that ample tree and garden planting is anticipated.  The lower 

business area would be required to comply with the usual rules on 

landscape strips and street and carpark tree planting.  Building 

setbacks would be consistent with established rules for an LH and B4 

zoning.  In addition a substantial vegetated buffer and separate 6m 

planted setback on the western boundary is proposed which would 

form a strong planted backdrop to any built forms.  Connections are 

provided through the ODP namely a future road connection with 

Horotane Valley Road and provision of land along the western 

boundary where a walking track in Mary Duncan Park may be 
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formalised and placed in public ownership.  Thus (c) – (f) are 

comfortably met.   

23. CONCLUSION  

23.1 On balance, both sites do not currently appear particularly special. 

Current rural landuse appears not particularly productive. Landscape 

character and amenity can be considered only moderate and largely 

only due to the sites’ openness.  Proximity to busy roads, a pylon 

corridor and in the case of 125 Scruttons Road, a substation and 

railway further reduce amenity. Other than open space, natural 

elements are scant, or if present, modified.    

23.2 The landscape outcome for the type of development allowed for in the 

ODPs would allow for a high amenity urban environment. In the case 

of 195 Port Hills Road, an abrupt transition between the site and the 

adjacent ONL/F is anticipated.  At 125 Scruttons Road, a softer edge 

is proposed.  This would better integrate with similar anticipated blue 

and green network patterns that may be developed through Council 

initiatives for the wider area. Walkways and cycleways would be 

incorporated forming potential connections to Council Reserves and 

corridors existing and proposed. 

23.3 The form of the proposals would not constitute isolated pockets of 

development nor appear sporadic.  The sites are relatively small and 

other than the presence of the rail corridor and Port Hills Road would 

be appended to existing similar development, essentially relocating 

Heathcote Valley’s urban boundary slightly.  Both sites are located 

close to major transport routes into the CBD (via Port Hills Road) and 

across Christchurch (via State Highway 74).  

23.4 While development of both sites in accordance with the ODPs would 

present substantial changes to the landscape character of each site, 

these changes would for the most part be positive.  Reintroducing 

natural landform patterns and significant areas of new planting using 

indigenous species would occur. 

23.5 In answer to the two questions in paragraph 1.6, and as per the above, 

there is no (landscape) reason which would impede rezoning of either 
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of the two sites.  Essentially, development of both sites in accordance 

with the ODPs and rules packages would represent a positive 

landscape outcome, when compared to the status quo (pasture grass 

monoculture).  It is my opinion that through the details of the proposed 

ODPs and supporting rules, a sustainable and appropriate design 

outcome for both sites and for Christchurch would be achieved.  

 

Jeremy Everett Head 

27 August 2015 
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